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SNAKE BITES
Approximately 5,000 snakebites are reported annually to Poison Control Centers across the US. Of the venomous snake bites, approximately 42% are from moccasins. In the Southeastern US, copperhead snakes account for approximately 85% of reported snake envenomations (1,2). The venomous snakes in Georgia can be categorized into two groups: pit vipers and coral snakes. The pit vipers are further divided into the moccasins and the rattlesnakes. Two common types of moccasins in Georgia are the copperhead and the cottonmouth. The common rattlesnake types include the eastern diamondback, pygmy, and timber rattlesnakes.

Treatment for the aforementioned snakes rarely requires any intervention other than observation. The condition is self-limiting and can often made worse by surgical or antivenin therapy. Treatments, such as tourniquets, incisions and various forms of suction are not recommended. Tourniquets can damage neurovascular structures and tendons, while suction can lead to secondary infection (3-5). It has been shown that the time of maximum swelling is within the first 36 hours of the bite; therefore it is recommended that patients be admitted for at least 36 hours, and evaluated every 2-4 hours for compartment syndrome (6). Although there is an antivenin available, it is rarely indicated. Considerations for the use of antivenin include elevated protime, decreased fibrinogen/platelets, and adverse systemic signs. The antivenin currently available on the market is CroFab. Introduced in 1990, it is a purified monovalent immunoglobulin obtained from sheep immunized against the western diamondback, eastern diamondback, mojave rattlesnake, and the cottonmouth. The current recommendations for administration include initiation of treatment within 4-6 hours of the bite and administration of 4-6 vitals (7). Severe cases may require up to an additional 40 vials.

Coral snakes account for less than 1% of venomous snake bites in the US. They have a characteristic banding pattern: red, yellow, black, yellow (8). A commonly known saying is “Red on yellow, kill a fellow; red on black, you’re ok Jack.” Coral snakes are relatively shy creatures, with most bites occurring due to intentionally handling them. It is recommended to admit bite victims for at least a 24-hour observation period because patients can have delayed symptoms of up to 10-12 hours after the bite, with rapid progression of symptoms thereafter. Common symptoms include mild soft tissue swelling and local paranesthesia at the site of the injury, altered mental status, and cranial nerve dysfunction. Initial treatment includes compressive dressing with immobilization of the affected limb (9,10). Due to an impending lack of antivenin, with the currently available antivenin scheduled to expire in April of 2017 (11), care is entirely supportive. Upon admission, patients need to be monitored for potential respiratory and cardiac collapse. The ability to perform continuous pulse oximetry and the ability to intubate are necessary. Overall, there is great positive prognosis for coral snake bites (12).

SPIDER BITES
The most common venomous spider bites in Georgia are from the brown recluse and the black widow spiders. Most spider venom has little to no effect on human tissues, and therefore, most spiders do not pose a threat. The spiders most likely to inflict medically-significant harm include the brown recluse and the black widow spiders (13). To definitely diagnose a spider bite, the spider must be observed inflicting the bite, and the spider must be recovered and properly identified (13,14). Exclusion criteria, while not absolute, include multiple lesions on the same resident or multiple residents with probable spider bites. As an astute clinician, one must remember the possible differentials including infection, erythema migrans, herpes zoster, herpes simplex, or other common dermatoses.

Annually, there are approximately 2,500 reported incidents of black widow spider bites (15). Of those, there are no known cases of mortality in the US. The black widow is easily identified by its characteristic red/orange hourglass pattern on the ventral aspect of the abdomen. It also has a characteristic envenomation syndrome refractory to traditional analgesics consisting of severe pain, muscle cramping, abdominal and back pain, as well as hypertension (16,17). Hydromorphone, which provides symptomatic relief while the effects of the venom resolve (17), has been shown to be effective in combination with antivenin. There is a widely available antivenin, Latrodectus Mactans. It can be injected either intramuscularly or intravenously, with intravenous being the route of choice in severe cases or with patients under the age of 12. The antivenin requires
a single dose, and symptoms typically resolve in an average of 31 minutes (18). These patients usually will not need to be admitted, and they can be discharged once symptoms resolve.

The other commonly-found spider is the brown recluse, which is a brown spider with fairly nondescript appearance. It is often found in areas association with human habitats, preferring the dark, quiet, undisturbed areas of homes (19,20). It does have a fairly typical bite presentation consisting of a red plaque or papule with central pallor that may develop a necrotic, depressed center. Most bites resolve with minimal intervention, and heal without scarring (21). One should monitor the progression of healing for possible secondary bacterial infections, with signs of increased erythema, fluctuation, and suppuration being indicative of the need for antibiotics. Some studies have shown Dapsone to be effective at treatment of the necrotic center, with others showing the possibility to preemptively prevent the necrosis (22,23). Dapsone is not indicated in patients with a known G6PD deficiency as hemolytic anemia is a more common complication in patients with the deficiency. It is recommended to screen all patients for the deficiency if Dapsone is to be used (24). Administration is typically started after the development of a dusky center to the lesion, and continued for a 10-day course (23). Once the lesion demarcates, with or without use of Dapsone, one is able to debride and provide local wound care to facilitate closure of the wound.

**TICK BITES**

The tick is another commonly-found insect in the state of Georgia. The most common tick-borne disease in the US and Europe is Lyme disease, which is a spirochetal infection caused by *Borrelia burgdorferi*. Early identification and removal of the tick is key to the prevention of Lyme disease. Is it important to use proper technique with removal of a tick. After disinfecting the area of the bite with alcohol or betadine, it is recommended to remove the tick with forceps, using a firm, straight movement with even pressure (25).

There are several recognized factors affecting transmission of the disease. The tick must be a member of the *Ixodes* species, be of the nymphal stage, and have been attached for at least 72 hours or have been engorged prior to removal. Studies show a risk of Lyme disease of 0-1% if the tick is attached for less than 72 hours, but that risk increases to 20-25% if attached for longer than 72 hours (26,27). The treating physician should monitor the patient for erythema migrans for up to 30 days following the tick bite. It is recommended that patients who meet all criteria for antibiotic prophylaxis be offered a single dose of doxycycline: the tick must be a Deer Tick in the nymphal or adult state and have been attached for greater than 36 hours. Prophylaxis should begin within 72 hours of the bite and the local rate of infection must be greater than 20%. Lastly, doxycycline must not be contraindicated. If the above criteria are met, then the treating physician can prescribe a single dose of doxycycline (28). If the patient is unable to take doxycycline, there are no recommended alternative antibiotics.
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